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Causes, no matter how pressing or noble, are 
ordinarily poison to the poet who wants to 
advance beyond the folk-song stage. Sadly 
enough, we find little beauty in college 
poetry--all is weeping and gnashing of 
ill-fitting false teeth. College poets are too 
busy menacing paper tigers with magic wands 
operating on weak batteries (I say paper tigers 
because the poets haven't met the real ones 
yet.) The 'dedicated' poet has no time for 
beauty, and consistently turns out ugly 
poetry. Ugly writing should probably be 
confined to prose. I'd give a lot to read a 
good, straightforward love lyric, written by a 
guy with stars in his eyes and some power in 
his pen. 
Should college poets quit writing just 
because I think they produce rotten poetry? 
On the contrary-even I believe that rotten 
poetry is a necessary stage in the development 
of a competent poet. There's only one way to 
get the garbage out of the system, and that's 
to flush it out with ever more and better 
stuff. No one will become a decent poet if he 
sits around worrying about what I or anyone 
else will think of his poetry. If (God help us) 
free verse is here to stay, then we nasty critics 
will have to come to terms with it. So go 
ahead, you writers of ugly free verse--write it, 
polish it, publish it, burn it; and keep doing so 
until one day you find a gem on your hands. 
And there are more where that came from. 
But for heaven's sake, write a comic one now 
and then-they world is not entirely populated 
by weeping philosophers. 
In the great crises of poetry what 
matters is not to denounce bad poets, 
nor worse still to hang the, but to write 
beautiful verses, to reopen the sacred sources. 
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Blinking shades of blue, red, yellow, and white, 
The stellar crowds rush through the blackness of night. 
without direction 
without applause 
without affection 
without a pause 
The stars fly on tittering hymns of conceit to their own light. 
Still, among the mass a single sun shines through. 
Its quiet glow and constancy of hue 
with coolest heat 
with no pretention 
with steady beat 
with kind intention 
Win it special place, and in verbose silence turn my thoughts 
to you. 
Terry Ging 
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